UW GOSPEL CHOIR CONCERT
Phyllis Byrdwell, director

and guests

Marcus Petitt, Director, University of Southern California Gospel Choir
The Lakeside High School Chorale

7:30 PM, May 23, 2011
First Baptist Church of Seattle

P R O G R A M

SIYAHAMBA (WE ARE MARCHING) ............................................................... South African Folk Song

WONDERFUL IS YOUR NAME ..................................................................... HEZEKIAH WALKER

THE WORSHIP MEDLEY ........................................................................... RONALD WILLIAMS, Revilo Publishing,
VERNON CHAPPEL, DOEN MOEN, RICHARD SMALLWOOD, KURT CARR

HOLY GHOST POWER .............................................................. JAMES CLEVELAND
Nichole Soriano, soloist

*STEAL AWAY (spiritual) .................................................................................. arr. Phyllis Byrdwell

JOYFUL, JOYFUL .................................................................................. LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
James Weon, soloist
arr. Mervyn Warren

THE JOY MEDLEY .................................................................................. RICHARD SMALLWOOD, TYE TRIBBETT
Marcus Petitt, director
Christine Raabe, soloist

HOSANNA! HOSANNA! ........................................................................... GLENN BURLEIGH
Pam Eatock, soloist

I ALMOST LET GO .................................................................................. KURT CARR
Ebony Jefferson, soloist

THIS IS THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST .............................................. DONALD MCCURRICK
Stephanie Conte, soloist

HALLELUJAH ANYHOW! ........................................................................... JOE PACE

*I WILL BLESS THE LORD ........................................................................... HEZEKIAH WALKER

*We are joined by the Chorale of Lakeside High School
THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON GOSPEL CHOIR

**SOPRANO**
- Nichole Soriano - Political Science
- Sofia Penev - Neurobiology
- Lisa Gould - Psychology
- Britta Perkins - Biology (Physiology)
- Jessie Huang - Environmental Science, CEP
- Morgan Stewart - Spanish
- Bryn Martin - Nursing
- Sun Eun Park - Psychology
- Joan Palmitzer Bajorek - Photography, French
- Alice Seo - Biology, Global Health
- Charissa Chung - Sociology, Nursing
- Kristen Phillips - Business Administration
- Callison Mhyre - Psychology
- Christine Wong - Business Marketing, Sales
- Alexis Court - Neurobiology
- Emily Coussens - Communication
- Amie Rippeteau - Bioengineering
- Ellise Uyema - Communication
- Mengshi Bai - Linguistics
- Xuan Ji - Applied Math
- Ashley Prescott - DX Arts
- Keetaya Jirapolchit - Law, Societies, and Justice
- Marion Gano - Public Health
- Tong Meng - Undecided
- Stephanie Lin - Undecided
- Ebony Jefferson - Philosophy
- Sara Szeles - Aeronautical Engineering, Pre-Med
- Julia M. O’Cain - Visual and Performing Arts
- Charlotte Campbell - History, Jewish Studies, Equine Sciences
- Pam Eaton - Speech and Hearing Sciences
- Holly Johnson - Sociology
- Caroline Pappas - Psychology

**ALTO**
- Amber Inman - English, Communication
- Gillian Pennington - Business
- Laura Hegg - Sociology
- Emily VanOss - Public Health
- Holly Erwin - French
- Jill Craft - Chemistry
- Emily Harris - Neurobiology
- Amy Grimm - Interaction Design
- Yi-Hsin Hsu - Biochemistry
- Mackenzie Pentheny - Geography
- Diem Hong Nguyen - Biochemistry
- Mikayla Hall - Communication
- Riley Porter - Pre-Computer Science
- An Huyhn - Environmental Studies
- Aurora Gangan - Psychology, Communications
- Maporn Lertsuridej - Economics and Physiology
- Tomomi Kawabe - Communications
- Kelsey Kent - Biology
- Kafia Hobbs - International Studies, Spanish
- Farrah Fakhraee - Law, Societies, and Justice; Sociology
- Grace Ha - Sociology
- Anabelle Lee - American Ethnic Studies
- Kiwa Urabe - International Studies
- Keli Anne Hara - Bioengineering
- Allyce Nelson - Gender, Women and Sexuality
- Camille Dodson - International Studies
- Kathryn Lundgren - Comparative Religion
- Samantha LeDuc - Cellular, Molecular and Developmental Biology
- Zoe Gano - Business Marketing
- Jess Wallach - Geography, Public Health
- Vickie Parker - English
- Morgan Kim - Interdisciplinary Visual Arts
- Morgan Currier - Law, Societies, and Justice
- Stephanie Conte - Political Science: International Security
- Elissa Seid - Biology
- Consuela E. Olivas - Biology
- Janel Middleton - American Ethnic Studies
- Kellie Fontes - Applied Computational, Mathematical Sciences
- Amy Specht - Biology
- Cerise Knakal - Biology (Phys.), Psychology
- Christine Scullywest - Biology
- Elise Lancaster - Sociology, Law, Societies and Justice
- Christine Raabe - French

**TENOR**
- Jeremy Nettles - Cardiology, Pathophysiology
- Jeremy Rise - Biochemistry
- Corbin McGehee - Communications
- Peter Cornelius Gallagher - Law, Societies, and Justice
- Chris Hamilton - Business, Marketing
- Steven Taki - Biology
- Byron Davidson - Civil Engineering
- Mitchell Kana - Biology
- Alex Sirotzki - Anthropology, Psychology
- Zhuoyang Zhang
- Kai Hou
- Kaiwei Song
- Yang Yu - Economics
- Wai Ho Cheung - Economics
- Yuki Ikerson - International Studies
- Andrew Hwang - Business Administration
- Garrett King - Business Administration
- Taylor Gillum - Business Administration
- Andrew Coyne - Biology
- Sekee Hong - Public Health
- Myung Gu Kang - Electrical Engineering
- James Weon - Economics

**BASS**
- Cody Martinell - Business
- Solomon Robbins II - Geography
- Scott Jerde - Electrical Engineering
- Christopher Lewis - Biochemistry
- Benito Ponce - Psychology
- Jose Vazquez - Public Health
- Alex Chiu - Psychology
- Yu-Min Chung - Biochemistry
- Jun Mutaguchi - Finance
- Yuly Kopkin - Choral Conducting
- Daniel Lee - Music, Informatics
- Dongwook Kim - Business

**MUSICIANS**
- Phyllis M. Byrdwell, Director, Keyboard
- Marcus Petitt, Director, University of Southern California Gospel Choir
- Wadie Ervin, Bass Guitarist
- Anthony Brown, Percussionist
- Patricia Hunter, Percussionist
- Ben Hagan, Keyboard